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on the subject of puzzles, ghosts mania has a bizarrely terrible one that makes you go one-by-one through each
level, chipping away at the set pieces that have been made. it's tedious, and frustrating, and it makes me wish
ghosts mania had included a "use the whole set" button instead of the "chop down all three trees" option. that

aside, even though the music is flat and the graphics are sloppy, the environments are gorgeous--only the sudden
drop in quality is a little disconcerting. i've experienced this type of style before, and i'm normally fickle enough to

not miss it. i like the moody ambience and charming background art, but the moving graphics and sound really
aren't that great. i suppose it wouldn't be the same watching a movie with style and atmosphere, but it seems like
wasted potential to me. the second set of demos is all that's necessary to prove that a goofy, puzzle-focused game

with a somewhat frustrating control scheme is well worth a look. ghost mania is silly and light, but there's a
message underneath, and it's a wonderful one. it's why i wrote the review in the first place, and, after the first half-
dozen or so puzzles, i started to get it. and i also got final fantasy iv hd which i played through but have yet to finish

it fully. still one more chapter to go, and i think i will jump into one of my other game of the week like squeese
platform and the mighty switch force on the wii to supplement with. i got a few games on virtual console for my wii:
lara croft and the guardian of light, lara croft and the temple of osiris, yu yu hakusho 2, wonder boy in monster land,

don doko don, earthbound, the legend of zelda: majora's mask, the secret of monkey island: special edition, the
legend of zelda: the minish cap, super mario world, startropics, super mario rpg 2, super mario world 2: yoshi's

island (if your interested i got those at launch), startropics 1 and startropics 2.
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featuring memorable characters
and tense battle encounters,
final fantasy iv is perfect for

retro gamers of all ages. from
the entertaining story to the

classic turn-based battles, this
action role-playing game
provides the complete

adventure. final fantasy v is one
of the most loved games of all
time and it still can't be beat.
the addition of a new control
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scheme, updated graphics and
additional modes make this a

must have for fans of the series
or those who just love action

rpgs. a very hard, but fast game.
fantasy's always been known as
one of the most difficult games
to play, and this sequel is no

exception. you'll get hundreds of
brutal spikes to jump over, giant
spiders and bounding monsters

that'll kill you instantly if you
don't get the timing right. two
collectors always get the best
games! no matter what sort of
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collecting you enjoy, there's
bound to be something to tickle

your fancy in this fantasy
collection. there are seven

games in the series; world, ignis,
terra, cid, ultima, nocturne and

ultima ii. while each game is
vastly different from the last, all
seven follow the same style with

square, dot-pixel graphics
emulating the look of the atari
2600 generation of games (in
fact, there are several subtle
references to games from this
era, such as pitfall and space
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invaders), with an appropriately
beepy soundtrack to match.
even 3d environments are

modeled in this same blocky
style that pops out from the 2d

elements of the game while
staying true to its retro arcade
feel. while everybody has an

opinion, some people just can't
stand tetris. but that's why this
collection is such a godsend.
since the genre is relatively

unfamiliar to the new
generation, some people just

won't get it. if you're one of the
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latter, you might have to wait a
little while longer for someone to

invent tetris for your ds!this
collection includes tetris, tetris
2, tetris ds, tetris ds dx, faito
puzzle edition (which is very

much like tetris ds) and tetris dx.
5ec8ef588b
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